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Studies in Law, Politics, and Society provides a vehicle
for the publication of scholarly articles in interdisciplinary
legal scholarship. This volume features a special section
with papers dedicated to life after imprisonment. The
chapters examine issues around offender rehabilitation,
overcriminalization, and mass incarceration.
????????????????????,??????????,?????1977??1979??
?????????????,????????????????
By drinking a secret drug he has created, a kind and wellrespected doctor can turn himself into a murderous
madman.
The work of black writers, editors, publishers, and
librarians is deeply embedded in the history of American
print culture, from slave narratives to digital databases.
While the printed word can seem democratizing, it
remains that the infrastructures of print and digital culture
can be as limiting as they are enabling. Contributors to
this volume explore the relationship between expression
and such frameworks, analyzing how different mediums,
library catalogs, and search engines shape the
production and reception of written and visual culture.
Topics include antebellum literature, the Harlem
Renaissance, the Black Arts Movement; “post-Black”
art, the role of black librarians, and how present-day
technologies aid or hinder the discoverability of work by
African Americans. Against a Sharp White Background
covers elements of production, circulation, and reception
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of African American writing across a range of genres and
contexts. This collection challenges mainstream book
history and print culture to understand that race and
racialization are inseparable from the study of texts and
their technologies.
This book shows how contemporary religious groups
arrange very different sorts of rituals in order to achieve
collective encounters with “the spirit.” Mixed-methods
analysis of rituals across a diverse range of religious
traditions shows how Randall Collins’ interaction ritual
theory opens new pathways for the sociology of religion.
Ivan Jablonka’s History Is a Contemporary Literature
offers highly innovative perspectives on the writing of
history, the relationship between literature and the social
sciences, and the way that both social-scientific inquiry
and literary explorations contribute to our understanding
of the world. Jablonka argues that the act and art of
writing, far from being an afterthought in the social
sciences, should play a vital role in the production of
knowledge in all stages of the researcher’s work and
embody or even constitute the understanding obtained.
History (along with sociology and anthropology) can, he
contends, achieve both greater rigor and wider
audiences by creating a literary experience through a
broad spectrum of narrative modes. Challenging
scholars to adopt investigative, testimonial, and other
experimental writing techniques as a way of creating and
sharing knowledge, Jablonka envisions a social science
literature that will inspire readers to become actively
engaged in understanding their own pasts and to relate
their histories to the present day. Lamenting the
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specialization that has isolated the academy from the
rest of society, History Is a Contemporary Literature aims
to bring imagination and audacity into the practice of
scholarship, drawing on the techniques of literature to
strengthen the methods of the social sciences.
Traditional Chinese edition of Gang Leader For A Day: A
Rogue Sociologist Takes To the Streets by Sudhir
Venkatesh (author of another social observation book
titled: Floating City, ) a New York Times bestseller and
The Economist's Best Book of 2008. It is also the third of
Mark Zuckerberg's 2015 reading list. In Traditional
Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.

Critical Psychiatry outlines the history of a group of
thinkers that has come to be known as the antipsychiatry movement. Though it has been called a
movement, the individual thinkers’ and authors’
ideas were often in conflict but what they share is a
critical perspective on psychiatry as a discipline and
institutionalised modes of care. The current crisis in
mental health services means that it is time to
examine once again the key themes of critical
psychiatry. The excesses of the 1960s radicalism
have meant that these themes - with an emphasis on
the individual dignity of all those involved in mental
health services - have been lost. These need to be
rediscovered as part of a solution to current
difficulties but also as the starting point for a new
model of service provision. Critical Psychiatry is a
history of ideas. It provides a critical evaluation of
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key thinkers and the application of their work to
contemporary mental health service settings.
Hailed as a means to transform cultural norms and
change lives, violence prevention programs signal a
slow-rolling policy revolution that has reached nearly
two-thirds of young people in the United States
today. Max A. Greenberg takes us inside the
booming market for programming and onto the
asphalt campuses of Los Angeles where these
programs are implemented, many just one hour a
week for 12 weeks. He spotlights how these
ephemeral programs, built on troves of risk data, are
disconnected from the lived experiences of the
young people they were created to support. Going
beyond the narrow stories told about at-risk youth
through data and in policy, Greenberg sketches a
vivid portrait of young men and women coming of
age and forming relationships in a world of abiding
harm and fleeting, fragmented support. At the same
time, Greenberg maps the minefield of historical and
structural inequalities that program facilitators must
navigate to build meaningful connections with the
youth they serve. Taken together, these programs
shape the stories and politics of a generation and
reveal how social policy can go wrong when it
ignores the lives of young people.
Race, place, and identity in a changing urban
America Over the last five decades, South Los
Angeles has undergone a remarkable demographic
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transition. In South Central Dreams, eminent
scholars Pierrette Hondagneu-Sotelo and Manuel
Pastor follow its transformation from a historically
Black neighborhood into a predominantly Latino one,
providing a fresh, inside look at the fascinating—and
constantly changing—relationships between these
two racial and ethnic groups in California. Drawing
on almost two hundred interviews and statistical
data, Hondagneu-Sotelo and Pastor explore the
experiences of first- and second-generation Latino
residents, their long-time Black neighbors, and local
civic leaders seeking to build coalitions.
Acknowledging early tensions between Black and
Brown communities. they show how Latino
immigrants settled into a new country and a new
neighborhood, finding various ways to co-exist,
cooperate, and, most recently, demonstrate BlackBrown solidarity at a time when both racial and
ethnic communities have come under threat.
Hondagneu-Sotelo and Pastor show how Latino and
Black residents have practiced, and adapted
innovative strategies of belonging in a historically
Black context, ultimately crafting a new route to
place-based identity and political representation.
South Central Dreams illuminates how racial and
ethnic demographic shifts—as well as the search for
identity and belonging—are dramatically shaping
American cities and neighborhoods around the
country.
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"How are notions of 'home' made and negotiated by
ethnographers? And how does the researcher relate
to forms of home encountered during fieldwork?
Rather than searching for an abstract, philosophical
understanding of home, this collection asks how
home gains its meaning and significance through
ongoing efforts to create, sustain or remake a sense
of home. The volume explores how researchers and
informants alike are always involved in the process
of making and unmaking home, and challenges
readers to reimagine ethnographic practice in terms
of active, morally complex process of home-making.
Contributions reach across the globe and across
social contexts, and the book includes chapters on
council housing and middle-class apartment
buildings, homelessness and migration, problems
with accessing the field as well as limiting it, physical
as well as sentimental notions of home, and objects
as well as inter-human social relations. Home draws
attention to processes of sociality that normally
remain analytically invisible, and contributes to a
growing and rich field of study on the anthropology of
home."-"This book is about building credible science to
address the challenge of criminal recidivism. It does
so by drawing upon a unique natural experiment that
presented an opportunity to witness an alternate
reality. More than 625,000 individuals are released
from prison in the United States each year, and
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roughly half of these individuals will be back in prison
within just three years. A likely contributor to the
churning of the same individuals in and out of prison
is the fact that many released prisoners return home
to the same environment with the same criminal
opportunities and criminal peers that proved so
detrimental to their behavior prior to incarceration.
This study uses Hurricane Katrina as a natural
experiment for examining the question of whether
residential relocation away from an old neighborhood
can lead to desistance from crime. For many
prisoners released soon after Katrina, they could not
go back to their old neighborhoods as they normally
would have done. Their neighborhoods were
devastated by a once-a-generation storm that
damaged the vast majority of housing units in New
Orleans. Hurricane Katrina provided a rare
opportunity to investigate what happens when
individuals move not just a short distance, but to
entirely different cities, counties, and social worlds.
This study draws upon both quantitative and
qualitative evidence to reveal where newly released
prisoners resided in the wake of the Katrina, the
effect of residential relocation on the likelihood of
reincarceration through eight years post-release, and
the mechanisms revealing why residential change is
so important"-????:???·???
In this comprehensive review of urban ethnography,
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Steven Lubet encountered a field that relies heavily
on anonymous sources, often as reported by a
single investigator whose underlying data remain
unseen. Upon digging into the details, he discovered
too many ethnographic assertions that weredubious,
exaggerated, tendentious, or just plain wrong.
Employing the tools and techniques of a trial lawyer,
Lubet uses original sources and contemporaneous
documentation to explore the stories behind
ethnographic narratives. Many turn out to be
accurate, but others are revealed to be based
onrumors, folklore, and unreliable hearsay.
Interrogating Ethnography explains how qualitative
social science would benefit from greater attention to
the quality of evidence, and provides
recommendations for bringing the field more closely
in line with other fact-based disciplines such as law
and journalism.
“We could have been called a lot of things: brazen
vandals, scared kids, threats to social order, selfobsessed egomaniacs, marginalized youth, outsider
artists, trend setters, and thrill seekers. But, to me,
we were just regular kids growing up hard in America
and making the city our own. Being ‘writers’ gave
us something to live for and ‘going all city’ gave us
something to strive for; and for some of my friends it
was something to die for.” In the age of
commissioned wall murals and trendy street art, it’s
easy to forget graffiti’s complicated and often violent
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past in the United States. Though graffiti has
become one of the most influential art forms of the
twenty-first century, cities across the United States
waged a war against it from the late 1970s to the
early 2000s, complete with brutal police task forces.
Who were the vilified taggers they targeted?
Teenagers, usually, from low-income neighborhoods
with little to their names except a few spray cans and
a desperate need to be seen—to mark their presence
on city walls and buildings even as their cities turned
a blind eye to them. Going All City is the
mesmerizing and painful story of these young graffiti
writers, told by one of their own. Prolific LA writer
Stefano Bloch came of age in the late 1990s amid
constant violence, poverty, and vulnerability. He
recounts vicious interactions with police; debating
whether to take friends with gunshot wounds to the
hospital; coping with his mother’s heroin addiction;
instability and homelessness; and his dread that his
stepfather would get out of jail and tip his unstable
life into full-blown chaos. But he also recalls
moments of peace and exhilaration: marking a fresh
tag; the thrill of running with his crew at night;
exploring the secret landscape of LA; the dream and
success of going all city. Bloch holds nothing back in
this fierce, poignant memoir. Going All City is an
unflinching portrait of a deeply maligned subculture
and an unforgettable account of what writing on city
walls means to the most vulnerable people living
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within them.
Baltimore was once a vibrant manufacturing town,
but today, with factory closings and steady job loss
since the 1970s, it is home to some of the most
impoverished neighborhoods in America. The Hero's
Fight provides an intimate look at the effects of
deindustrialization on the lives of Baltimore’s urban
poor, and sheds critical light on the unintended
consequences of welfare policy on our most
vulnerable communities. Drawing on her own
uniquely immersive brand of fieldwork, conducted
over the course of a decade in the neighborhoods of
West Baltimore, Patricia Fernández-Kelly tells the
stories of people like D. B. Wilson, Big Floyd,
Towanda, and others whom the American welfare
state treats with a mixture of contempt and pity—what
Fernández-Kelly calls "ambivalent benevolence."
She shows how growing up poor in the richest nation
in the world involves daily interactions with agents of
the state, an experience that differs significantly from
that of more affluent populations. While ordinary
Americans are treated as citizens and consumers,
deprived and racially segregated populations are
seen as objects of surveillance, containment, and
punishment. Fernández-Kelly provides new insights
into such topics as globalization and its effects on
industrial decline and employment, the changing
meanings of masculinity and femininity among the
poor, social and cultural capital in poor
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neighborhoods, and the unique roles played by
religion and entrepreneurship in destitute
communities. Blending compelling portraits with indepth scholarly analysis, The Hero’s Fight explores
how the welfare state contributes to the perpetuation
of urban poverty in America.
This collection of recent essays by the influential
sociologist Herbert J. Gans brings together the many
themes of Gans’s wide-ranging career to make the
case for a policy-oriented vision for sociology.
Sociology and Social Policy explicates and helps
solve social problems by presenting a range of
studies on what people, institutions, and social
structures do with, for, and against one another.
These works from across Gans’s areas of
interest—the city, poverty, ethnicity, employment and
political economy, and the relationship between race
and class—together make a powerful call to action for
the field of sociology.
????????????Mark Zuckerberg 2015?????
?????????????????????? ???????????????
????????????????? ????????????????
?????????????…… ????????????????
?????????????????????? ????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????? ???? ??????????????????
????????????????????????…… ???????? ???? ??????
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Now more than ever, we need to understand the
social, political, and economic shifts that have driven
the United States to triple its prison construction in
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just over three decades. John Eason goes a very
considerable distance here in fulfilling this need, not
by detailing the aftereffects of building huge numbers
of prisons, but by vividly showing the process by
which a community seeks to get a prison built in their
area. What prompted him to embark on this inquiry
was the insistent question of why the rapid
expansion of prisons in America, why now, and why
so many. He quickly learned that the prison boom is
best understood from the perspective of the rural,
southern towns where they tend to be placed (North
Carolina has twice as many prisons as New Jersey,
though both states have the same number of
prisoners). And so he sets up shop, as it were, in
Forrest City, Arkansas, where he moved with his
family to begin the splendid fieldwork that led to this
book. A major part of his story deals with the
emergence of the rural ghetto, abetted by white
flight, de-industrialization, the emergence of public
housing, and higher proportions of blacks and
Latinos. How did Forrest City become a site for its
prison? Eason takes us behind the decision-making
scenes, tracking the impact of stigma (a prison in my
backyard-not a likely desideratum), economic
development, poverty, and race, while showing
power-sharing among opposed groups of elite whites
vs. black race leaders. Eason situates the prison
within the dynamic shifts rural economies are
undergoing, and shows how racially diverse
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communities can achieve the siting and building of
prisons in their rural ghetto. The result is a full
understanding of the ways in which a prison
economy takes shape and operates."
A journey into the experiences of incarcerated
women in rural areas, revealing how location can
reinforce gendered violence Incarceration is all too
often depicted as an urban problem, a male problem,
a problem that disproportionately affects people of
color. This book, however, takes readers to the heart
of the struggles of the outlaw women of the rural
West, considering how poverty and gendered
violence overlap to keep women literally and
figuratively imprisoned. Outlaw Women examines
the forces that shape women’s experiences of
incarceration and release from prison in the remote,
predominantly white communities that many
Americans still think of as “the Western frontier.”
Drawing on dozens of interviews with women in the
state of Wyoming who were incarcerated or on
parole, the authors provide an in-depth examination
of women’s perceptions of their lives before, during,
and after imprisonment. Considering cultural mores
specific to the rural West, the authors identify the
forces that consistently trap women in cycles of
crime and violence in these regions: felony-related
discrimination, the geographic isolation that traps
women in abusive relationships, and cultural stigmas
surrounding addiction, poverty, and precarious
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interpersonal relationships. Following incarceration,
women in these areas face additional, regionspecific obstacles as they attempt to reintegrate into
society, including limited social services, significant
gender wage gaps, and even severe weather
conditions that restrict travel. The book ultimately
concludes with new, evidence-based
recommendations for addressing the challenges
these women face.
The impact of stop-and-frisk policing on a South Bronx
community What’s it like to be stopped and frisked by the
police while walking home from the supermarket with your
young children? How does it feel to receive a phone call from
your fourteen-year-old son who is in the back of a squad car
because he laughed at a police officer? How does a young
person of color cope with being frisked several times a week
since the age of 15? These are just some of the stories in No
Place on the Corner, which draws on three years of intensive
ethnographic fieldwork in the South Bronx before and after
the landmark 2013 Floyd v. City of New York decision that
ruled that the NYPD’s controversial “stop and frisk” policing
methods were a violation of rights. Through riveting interviews
and with a humane eye, Jan Haldipur shows how a
community endured this aggressive policing regime. Though
the police mostly targeted younger men of color, Haldipur
focuses on how everyone in the neighborhood—mothers,
fathers, grandparents, brothers and sisters, even the district
attorney’s office—was affected by this intense policing regime
and thus shows how this South Bronx community as a whole
experienced this collective form of punishment. One of
Haldipur’s key insights is to demonstrate how police patrols
effectively cleared the streets of residents and made public
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spaces feel off-limits or inaccessible to the people who lived
there. In this way community members lost the very ‘street
corner’ culture that has been a hallmark of urban spaces.
This profound social consequence of aggressive policing
effectively keeps neighbors out of one another’s lives and
deeply hurts a community’s sense of cohesion. No Place on
the Corner makes it hard to ignore the widespread
consequences of aggressive policing tactics in major cities
across the United States.
???????????????? ????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????? ????????????TOP
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The Routledge Handbook of Pragmatics provides a state-ofthe-art overview of the wide breadth of research in
pragmatics. An introductory section outlines a brief history,
the main issues and key approaches and perspectives in the
field, followed by a thought-provoking introductory chapter on
interdisciplinarity by Jacob L. Mey. A further thirty-eight
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chapters cover both traditional and newer areas of pragmatic
research, divided into four sections: Methods and modalities
Established fields Pragmatics across disciplines Applications
of pragmatic research in today’s world. With accessible,
refreshing descriptions and discussions, and with a look
towards future directions, this Handbook is an essential
resource for advanced undergraduates, postgraduates and
researchers in pragmatics within English language and
linguistics and communication studies.
?Netflix?????????????????? ???????2019??????????
????????????????????????…… ??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????? ?????? ????????????
?????2019?????????? ?????????????????
????????????????? ???????????????????? ?????? ????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????——????????Library
Journal? ?……??????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????……????????????????
?????????——?????????Los Angeles Public Library? ????????
????????????????????????……???????????????????????????
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?????????????????????????????????????????????????——??
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This revised edition of Misbehavior in Organizations updates
and expands upon the integrative OMB (organizational
misbehavior) framework pioneered by the authors.
Streamlined for improved readability, it covers key topics that
have emerged in the scholarly literature in the past decade
including insidious workplace behavior, bullying and
harassment in the workplace, information hiding,
cyberbullying, and organizational spirituality. A thorough and
up-to-date resource on this crucial and evolving topic in
organizational studies, this book provides insights on
misbehavior at the individual, position, group, and
organizational levels.
Clear, comprehensive, and trusted, Bryman's Social
Research Methods has guided over a quarter of a million
students through their research methods course and student
research project. The thoroughly updated sixth edition offers
unrivalled coverage of quantitative, qualitative, and mixed
methods with renewed focus and a fresh, modern feel.
This book provides social science researchers with both a
strong rationale for the importance of thinking reflexively and
a practical guide to doing it. The first book to build on Pierre
Bourdieu's reflexive work, it combines academic analysis with
practical examples and case studies. The book will be of
interest to researchers and students.

Forty years in, the War on Drugs has done almost
nothing to prevent drugs from being sold or used, but it
has nonetheless created a little-known surveillance state
in America’s most disadvantaged neighborhoods. Arrest
quotas and high-tech surveillance techniques criminalize
entire blocks, and transform the very associations that
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should stabilize young lives—family, relationships,
jobs—into liabilities, as the police use such relationships
to track down suspects, demand information, and
threaten consequences. Alice Goffman spent six years
living in one such neighborhood in Philadelphia, and her
close observations and often harrowing stories reveal the
pernicious effects of this pervasive policing. Goffman
introduces us to an unforgettable cast of young African
American men who are caught up in this web of warrants
and surveillance—some of them small-time drug dealers,
others just ordinary guys dealing with limited choices. All
find the web of presumed criminality, built as it is on the
very associations and friendships that make up a life,
nearly impossible to escape. We watch as the pleasures
of summer-evening stoop-sitting are shattered by the
arrival of a carful of cops looking to serve a warrant; we
watch—and can’t help but be shocked—as teenagers
teach their younger siblings and cousins how to run from
the police (and, crucially, to keep away from friends and
family so they can stay hidden); and we see, over and
over, the relentless toll that the presumption of criminality
takes on families—and futures. While not denying the
problems of the drug trade, and the violence that often
accompanies it, through her gripping accounts of daily
life in the forgotten neighborhoods of America's cities,
Goffman makes it impossible for us to ignore the very
real human costs of our failed response—the blighting of
entire neighborhoods, and the needless sacrifice of
whole generations.
"This book shares a vision of project-based learning that
is rooted in systemic understandings of social change
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and provides a pragmatic framework and tools for
teachers to develop their practice in creative and
sustaining ways. It demonstrates how to support different
learners to produce intellectually rigorous and creative
work by centering students' lives and experiences and
offers the realistic perspective of a teacher working in an
urban public high school. The text includes many
classroom scenes and examples of curriculum design
strategies"-"Crime and gentrification represent hot button issues in
racially-diverse neighborhoods. Drawing on three and a
half years of ethnographic fieldwork, Us Versus Them
provides a detailed analysis of community conflict in
Rogers Park and Uptown, two Chicago neighborhoods.
The book shows how competing views about
neighborhood change divided residents into two political
camps, which prioritized either the fight against crime or
the fight against gentrification. This division frequently
materialized as a type of racial conflict, because antigentrification activists and their allies charged that
grassroots anti-crime initiatives were, in truth, barely
covert racist practices that meant to foster racial
displacement and marginalization. Chapter by chapter,
the book traces these conflicts in different areas of
community life. It examines the strategies of public safety
work that residents used to fight crime and how their
efforts contributed to gentrification; how antigentrification activists resisted criminalization and
gentrification; how politicians sought to actively use or
downplay community divisions in their electoral
campaigns; and how residents of different racial and
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ethnic backgrounds positioned themselves in these
battles"-In Everyday Desistance, Laura Abrams and Diane J.
Terry examine the lives of young people who spent
considerable time in and out of correctional institutions
as adolescents. These formerly incarcerated youth often
struggle with the onset of adult responsibilities at a much
earlier age than their more privileged counterparts. In the
context of urban Los Angeles, with a large-scale gang
culture and diminished employment prospects, further
involvement in crime appears almost inevitable. Yet, as
Abrams and Terry point out, these formerly imprisoned
youth are often quite resilient and can be successful at
creating lives for themselves after months or even years
of living in institutions run by the juvenile justice system.
This book narrates the day-to-day experiences of these
young men and women, focusing on their attempts to
surmount the challenges of adulthood, resisting a return
to criminal activity, and formulating long-term goals for a
secure adult future.
A lively, accessible and comprehensive introduction to
the diverse ways of thinking about social life, Sociology:
The Basics (second edition) examines: The scope,
history and purpose of sociology. Ways of understanding
society and ‘the social’. The state of the world we live in
today. Suffering and social inequalities. Key tools for
researching and thinking about society. The impact of
the digital world and new technologies. The values and
the role of sociology in making a better world for all. The
reader is encouraged to think critically about the
structures, meanings, histories and cultures found in the
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rapidly changing world we live in. With tasks to stimulate
the sociological mind and suggestions for further reading
both within the text and on an accompanying website,
this book is essential reading for all those studying
sociology and those with an interest in how the modern
world works.
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